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Since 2011 the Tuscany Region has adopted an integrated action 
strategy capable of operating both on the emergency front and in
terms of measures for fostering processes of transition for young 
people to adult social and working life.

From the outset the strategy has been split between:

- actions of a preventive

- actions in support of autonomy and access to the labor market

- policies for personal development and autonomy



The regional project Giovanisì became operational in June 
2011, making around 365 million euros of resources 
available to young people (from regional, national and 
European funds) through competitive funding applications and 
opportunities offered at “one-stop shops” in 6 specific areas:  
- “Accommodation”;
- “Work experience”;
- “Civilian service”;
- “Starting a business”;
- “Employment”;
- “Education and training”.



It currently provides funding for start-ups, individual training, work 
placements, civilian service and finding rented accommodation for 
over 13,000 young people, as well as an additional 22,000 young 
people who attend vocational training courses and take advantage of 
opportunities  connected with the Right to study; finally, around 
20,000 young people are involved in cultural and participatory 
actions of various kinds also connected with the project (such as 
Giovanisì live, Giovanisì Network, Giovanisì Lab and Giovanisì
Cantieri).

The project has thus involved over 50,000 young people to date.



Giovanisì is in fact a policy “programme” for developing youth autonomy, 
tools and resources that can help further young people’s careers.
Its general framework regards 3 spheres: effectiveness, innovation and 
participation

- effectiveness
giovanisì is about concrete actions. 

- innovation
1- strategic innovation and innovation in terms of internal governance, thus 
lending a CROSS-CUTTING dimension to traditional youth policies.
2 - innovation in terms of external governance and the decision-making 
process.

- participation
geared essentially towards 3 issues: information and communication, 
listening to requests and opportunities for proposals.



The “acquired” strengths and foundations of the giovanisì
system are its:

- bringing together of actions and opportunities for funding 
applications concerning points of “change” and linkage with 
the subsequent system

- cross-cutting policies concerning youth autonomy and 
emancipation

- bottom-up participation

- European value both in terms of type of action and relevant 
geographical scope

- balancing and integration of the social sphere and those 
connected with work, training and economic development.



The points on which the process is working and which are the 
result both of youth participation and the points for reflection
and cases arising from the outcomes of already existing 
opportunities are:

-trialling of measures which respond to the stimuli and to the 
policies promoted by the European Commission (opportunities 
for young people and youth on the move), in particular through 
actions connected with the youth guarantee model.

- development of new vocations and enterprise ideas. 
Development and promotion as much in communication and 
awareness-raising – starting out from decision-making levels all 
the way down to citizens – as in the detailing of measures that 
are able to contribute and support youth in terms of training, 
opportunities and development.

- monitoring and consequent development of the local 
dimension (closeness to target, specificities of context) by 
strengthening information, training and advisory services which 
are able to meet the needs of the target in a consistent manner




